SCHOOL TERMLY TIMES
SPRING 2020
Dates for the
Diary:
Summer term
Monday 20th April
(Inset Day) to Friday
17th July (Inset Day)
Signs of Spring: A native of sub-tropical Africa the Egyptian goose was brought to Britain in the
late 17th century as an ornamental bird. They nest in the winter before other geese and ducks
have started breeding and have up to ten young. While this appearance of chicks so early
makes them particularly vulnerable to hungry predators, we wish this family good luck for survival in Joslin’s Pond, High Barnet. Photography by Heather, Head of Hutton Grove

Half-term: Monday
25th May to Friday
29th May

I hope you are all keeping safe and well and that those who have had periods of
feeling unwell are now much better or fully recovered. This newsletter reflects the
current situation in the country as well as our usual content of news and reports
about our learning and achievements from across the Southover family. I am glad to
see how well everyone is coping and thank all those who have contributed to this
uplifting newsletter.
As everyone knows, things are moving rapidly day by day and we are all guided by
government guidance as to opening or otherwise during this period. Our priority remains making sure
that we can effectively guarantee the safeguarding of staff and students on site while also making
sure that student’s learning can carry on.
At the moment, it does not look like the social distancing situation will change before the scheduled
start of next term and we are therefore unlikely to be open on sites or visit homes or libraries. We are
therefore exploring ways of being able to support students and their families through this next phase
while the physical sites remain closed. To this end, Badger (our IT suppliers) are setting us up on Microsoft Teams for Education so that we can have a platform for teaching remotely and keeping in
touch with pupils and families both for pupils on our school roll and those on Home Tuition. Details of
the platform and its use as well as how to logon and stay safe will be sent out before the end of the
Easter holidays.

HELLO TO NEW FACES
This term we welcomed new student Omid y10 to SPS, key worker Matthew and also Georgina
from KM to the SPS site. At KM we welcomed new student James y10 and new key worker, Myles
F-C. In the office we were pleased to welcome Norrell.

365 DAYS LOVELIER THAN BEFORE!

The student birthdays we have celebrated have been Jack and Dylan. A
special happy 18th birthday to Milona in lockdown.
The staff birthdays we have celebrated have been Dan, Dayo, Ian, Kiki,
Jenny, Emily, Fred, Anahita, Davut, Anne and Patrick.

STAY AT HOME STORIES
OUR EXPERIENCES OF LIFE IN LOCKDOWN
KAREN ROBINSON, OUR SCHOOL ADMINSTRATOR IN LOCKDOWN
Waking up trying to keep to the normal routines is
strange but achievable. I arrive in my living room/
kitchen at 7.55am without the usual commute in my
car to Kingsbury Manor to start work and I pop the
kettle on ready for a coffee. Not seeing staff face to
face is different now but we are able to have Zoom
meetings which keeps us all connected.
The office is functioning as best as it can in this situation via email. We can also receive calls via the
schools telephone number and extensions which are
on divert, to our own personal mobiles which is great.
So any calls from parents, boroughs and teachers are
still being answered in the usual way and where necessary are put through to the relevant staff.
I’m doing light exercise and stretching indoors, keeping in touch with family and friends using WhatsApp
(technology is wonderful). I’ve been for walks in my local park during my lunch break which is enjoyable.
The sun has been out and it really has been beautiful. I’ve seen Bumble bees, butterflies (I know butterflies this time of the year!) and many birds. Being able to pop on some washing while being at work is
a plus too!
On Thursday evening at 8.00pm I went to my front door and joined in with my neighbours and local community to show our gratitude to the NHS and essential workers. it was so lovely and heart-warming to see
and hear everyone clapping and banging saucepans showing support and the UK connecting. I’m looking
forward to next Thursday to join in again until the restrictions are no longer compulsory.
Stay safe, stay home everyone, best wishes Karen

Liam y9
We play games every day and do PE in the mornings. We play board games. My mum has won
loads of board games and I have won lots of games of Rummy. It’s easy to stay inside. My dad is
going insane, I’m going insane. My mum is going more insane. The weather is nice, I can hear lots
of birds. This is my time in quarantine.

STAY AT HOME STORIES
OUR EXPERIENCES OF LIFE IN LOCKDOWN
In the mornings I wake up and go downstairs to have breakfast. Next I help clear the table and I
go upstairs to shower and get changed. Following that I do my school work like English, ICT,
maths and science.
After that I go on my bike with my brothers and sister. Then I come back and help mum with the
dishwasher and table. Next we eat lunch and after lunch I clear the table and load the dishwasher. Then I relax for a little while.

Later in the afternoon I go for another bike ride and then I come back at a later time. I relax
more after that. Then I double check to see what else like what homework I have to do.
Following that I practise my music and I have been playing my ukulele and guitar. I have been
doing the links for my ukulele and guitar.
Gianluca, y12

It’s been strange suddenly having so much time on my hands, and I’ve found myself doing a lot
of pretty random household tasks that I never thought would need doing (and possibly don’t): like
painting an old chair (why not?), re-organising my record collection several times and giving my
plants a shower. I also baked for the first time in my life – some banana muffins that came out
surprisingly well (unlike the chair, which probably looked better before). I’ve been trying to stay
offline as much as possible, so doing lots of reading + cycling once a day, but have to admit I’ve
been enjoying the thousands of Corona-related memes that bring out the ridiculous and funny
sides of this situation we’re all in. Last mention goes to a local online creative writing group that

I’ve joined – we’re writing a comedy in which each of us is a character from the 17 th Century, all
locked up in a pub together during the Great Plague. So some silver-linings!
Matthew, TA, SPS

STAY AT HOME STORIES
OUR EXPERIENCES OF LIFE IN LOCKDOWN
Adam D, y7
Since Friday 20th March, Boris Johnson declared lockdown in the UK due to
the increase in Corona Virus cases. As a result of this only essential goods
stores and hospital remained opened. Additionally people have to stay home
to reduce the spread of the virus.
In my opinion, I believe the national lockdown is very problematic due to the
fact that I am not allowed to take part in my weekly activities. In regards to
this I will be very unhealthy and unfit.
Life in Quarantine during Coronavirus by Emile y7
Living life in quarantine is good because I like staying inside and doing work at home. On the other hand it gets boring sometimes because I can't see my family/ friends, also stuff like hand sanitizer, toilet paper and food are hard to get, but other than that everything is ok. One more thing ,
I think that every body is freaking out for no reason because it is not the end of the world!
Emile working
on the home
science experiments set by
his science
teacher Josh.
Fireworks in a
glass
Fabian y9
It's spring, yet I'm too scared to go outside because of the coronavirus.

I wish it goes away soon, all I can do now is just stay at home and go on my computer.
My wife and I have been playing board games in the evenings with family and friends. They don't
live with us so we use a website called Yucata.de - https://www.yucata.de/en . Often we video call
at the same time, so it feels a bit more sociable. We also have done a few quizzes including one
hosted by our church (St Barnabas North London). They are also doing their services online which
we are watching on Youtube.

Josh B, Science teacher

STAY AT HOME STORIES
OUR EXPERIENCES OF LIFE IN LOCKDOWN
Lockdown: A Ghost Town by Benjy, y9
When the lockdown had started, the kids who lived on my street would still go out to
play. For the most part, people continued with their daily lives. But as the days went
on, people slowly started to stop going outside once they had gotten wind of just how
serious the situation was. For example: The kids that played on my street, the group
slowly got smaller and smaller as the days went on until they were all completely indoors.
It has now been a week and 2 days. Yesterday (Sunday) I went out for the first time
since the lockdown begun for some fresh air and exercise. In my local park, a place
which is usually packed with people, was almost completely empty. All the roads near
my house which have constant cars going by were quiet. The only cars I saw was the
police cars that were patrolling around the park, making sure there are no social gatherings or people on the playground equipment (which was chained off).
Now, this event is very strange because of these but also because this is a once in a
lifetime thing. After society begins to go back to normal, this will probably never happen again in our lifetimes. Just to explain how odd this is, I could hear people’s conversations perfectly clear whereas usually I could hear a lot of traffic from the main
road and the airport. Now it’s pretty much just the sound of wind.
I also miss seeing close relatives, for example: My dad lives far away and he used to
visit every weekend but because of the pandemic, I may not see him in person for a
very long time now. Even family that lives closer I wont be able to go and see, especially older people due to the fact that they may get very ill if they are to catch the virus.

These are very weird and serious times we are living in. Just remember to keep clean
and wash your hands often. Not just for yourself, but also for the rest of the world.

STAY AT HOME STORIES
OUR EXPERIENCES OF LIFE IN LOCKDOWN

STAY AT HOME STORIES
OUR EXPERIENCES OF LIFE IN LOCKDOWN
Trying to stay as active and positive as possible in these unprecedented times. I get up bright and
early and start the day with a meditation, then I'm out the door by 7am before the parks get busy
for a run.
Being fortunate enough to have a garden, I have taken the opportunity to plant some flowers which
I am keen to see take root. I have had my first online Spanish lesson via Skype – that was enjoyable but challenging since the focus is entirely on conversation. I’m also learning
the cello. I encourage everyone to keep learning and also try something new!
I'm using Zoom for the first time for meetings and yoga & meditation classes a great way to stay connected. What else? I am regularly checking in with any
friends or neighbours who are unwell as well as keeping in close contact with
family by telephone and Skype. Anna, English Teacher, SPS

Life in Lockdown has turned into Life Refurbishing a Porch punctuated by dog walks, food shopping,
virtual quizzes, checking and contributing to WhatsApp and standing on the doorstep
clapping.
I was lucky enough to get supplies for the porch before they closed B&Q. I think I may
have been the last person through the door.

So I have been up a ladder on a sunless, windy corner filling, sanding and painting.
It's looking a lot better but the temperature has dropped and it has rained intermittently so I have put a halt to the painting. I will be back up the ladder tomorrow. Maria, Arts Teacher

I have almost completed another British council training course, this time on critical thinking and
problem solving and researched and planned more lessons on the slave trade for key stage 3 history. I have also been working out in my garden and doing a 3 mile run every other day.
Daniel B, Humanities Teacher
During this national lockdown, me and an old school friend are designing a 2D
platform computer . Sam W, Key worker, Hutton Grove

These are for a bed spread - one of my projects while we’re in lockdownalthough I think it might overrun!! Georgia, STA, Hutton Grove

STAY AT HEALTHY AT HOME
TIPS AND HEALTHY EATING RECIPES
TIPS FROM SONIA, OUR HOME COOKING TEACHER

Chicken Fajitas

Ingredients
2 chicken breast sliced into strips
1 teaspoon paprika

Method
Season chicken strips with
salt, pepper and paprika in
bowl. Set aside.

2 cloves garlic

Heat 1 tablespoon oil in a

1 teaspoon salt

frying pan over medium-

1 teaspoon ground black pepper

high heat.

3 tablespoons olive oil

Add chicken strips and fry until brown.

½ red peppers, sliced
½ red onion, thinly sliced
2 tortillas

Add peppers and onion. Cook until vegetables are
soft, about 8 to 10 minutes, stirring occasionally.

While vegetables and meat are cooking, wrap tortillas in foil and warm in the oven.

a

SOUTHOVER RECIPES
Mixed Berry Smoothie
Ingredients
1 banana (skin removed and sliced)
75g frozen mixed berries
75g strawberries (sliced)

150ml apple juice or (semi skimmed milk)
1 tablespoon honey (optional)
1 teaspoon vanilla extract (optional)
Garnish with fresh berries (optional)

Method: Place all the ingredients in a blender and process until smooth.
Use more or less liquid depending on the thickness you prefer for your smoothie.
Serve and garnish with fresh berries

Savoury Rice
Method
Prepare vegetables

Ingredients
1 onion
3 mushrooms
½ red pepper
1 tomato
1 x 10ml spoon oil
150g long grain rice
550ml water, boiling
1 vegetable stock cube
50g peas
1 x 10ml spoon curry powder

Peel and chop onion
Slice mushrooms
Dice pepper
Chop tomatoes
Fry onion in oil until soft
Add mushrooms and red pepper and cook for
two minutes
Wash the rice and stir in
Mix the vegetable stock with the boiling water
Add stock, peas and curry powder
Simmer for 15 minutes until the rice is tender
To serve, place the rice in a bowl and sprinkle
the chopped tomato on top

SOUTHOVER IMPORTANT EXAMS UPDATE
Exams Update
Following the decision to close schools and not to go ahead with this summer’s exams, the exams boards are working hard with regulators and the
government to make sure that young people who were due to take exams
this summer get the qualifications they deserve.
We are expecting to hear over the next few days about exactly how the
process of awarding grades will work in practice. We will probably be
asked to submit a judgement about the grade we believe the student
would have received if the exams had gone ahead in the usual way. To do
this, we will be asked to take into account a range of evidence and data including performance in mock exams and non-exam assessment completed
in school this year. Exam boards will then combine this information with
other relevant data to produce a calculated grade for each student, which
will be a best assessment of the work they have put in.
Please be reassured that all concerned are doing all they can to make sure
that the new system is as fair and as robust as possible. The grades
should be available by the end of July and will be indistinguishable from
those provided in other years. We also know that there will be an appeals
process for students who don’t believe the right grade has been awarded.
In addition, there may well be an option to sit exams early in the next academic year for any students who wish to and students can also choose to
sit exams next summer.

STAY AT HOME STAY SAFE ONLINE

Tips, advice and guides to help keep you stay safe Online
All over the United Kingdom, children and young people are studying at home as a
result of COVID-19. During this unprecedented times technology can play a very
positive part in young people’s lives; keep them connected, creative and entertained. However, we know that parents and carers are concerned about the
amount of time their children will be spending online and are having to manage
their child’s use of technology. Therefore, we would like our students to practice
the following advice to help them get the most out of the internet while staying
safe online.
Don’t post any personal information online – like your address, email address or
mobile number.
Think carefully before posting pictures or videos of yourself. Once you’ve put a
picture of yourself online most people can see it and may be able to download
it, it’s not just yours anymore.
Keep your privacy settings as high as
possible.
Never give out your passwords.
Don’t befriend people you don’t know.
Don’t meet up with people you’ve met online. Speak to your parent or carer
about people suggesting you do.
Remember that not everyone online is who they say they are.
Think carefully about what you say before you post something online.
Respect other people’s views, even if you don’t agree with someone else’s views
doesn't’t mean you need to be rude.
If you see something online that makes you feel uncomfortable, unsafe or worried: leave the website, turn off your computer if you want to and tell a trusted
adult immediately.

SOUTHOVER STAY AT HOME STAYING HEALTHY

SOUTHOVER STAY AT HOME STAYING FIT
It is a great shame the term had to be cut short, but these tips may help you to
keep fit in the time we are off school and can be done in the comfort of your
own home! Davut, Head of PE.



Tune in to Joe the body coach, as he is doing a short
daily fitness session at 9am suitable for all ages.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ


Plank challenges for your core strength: something
simple the whole household can do. Try to reach 30seconds in the first few days and add 5s on each day thereafter.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ASdvN_XEl_c



Dips for your triceps: using something as simple as the
seat on the chair, try and do as many as you can in 1 minute,

and the next day try beat that score. Feeling confident? Try it
for 1 minute, take 30s to rest, then do another minute. Then
beat that score the next time you try.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tKjcgfu44sI


Weights and Resistance: Can't find a weight? Then a tin
of beans or a bag of sugar will do, just something for a bit of
resistance and some simple bicep or triceps curls is more
than enough.



Set aside some regular time each day and get into a good routine. It gets the
good endorphins going and are all achievable small beatable goals for the isolation
period. Keep a record of your progress.
Stay safe. Stay home. Stay healthy.
https://www.sportengland.org/stayinworkout

SOUTHOVER STAY AT HOME TIPS
Tips for reading at home from Anne B, Head of English:
Look for books based on movies and computer games. If you have been caught up in a
good story, you don’t want it to end! So if you have enjoyed the story line of a movie or
a computer game, investigate whether there are books based on it.
Reading is a habit, and as long as you are in the habit of picking something up to read, it
doesn’t really matter what you are reading. So if you’re reading magazines, great as this
can lead to further reading if you can establish what you are interested in.
If you are interested in pursuing a hobby, then a “how to” manual can be a great way into
reading.
There are lots of different types of reading material e.g. biographies of people in the world
of sports, music, fashion, film and other forms of popular culture.
Here are a few great places to find book recommendations:
LoveReading4Kidswebsite: www.lovereading4kids.co.uk
World Book Day parents book finder: www.worldbookday.com/ideas/parents
Common Sense Media: www.commonsensemedia.org

Some interesting and fun Maths websites from Jean-Robert, Head of Maths:
Cool Maths Game: https://www.coolmathgames.com/
Math Game Time: http://www.mathgametime.com/math-games
Topmarks: https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/5-7-years/counting
Maths Zone: http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/maths/

Math Playground : https://www.mathplayground.com/
Sheppard Software: http://www.sheppardsoftware.com/math.htm
Ict Games : https://www.ictgames.com/mobilePage/index.html
BBC Bitesize: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/

IDEAS TO KEEP YOU BUSY
For Creativity & 3D animation choose one of the projects and follow the step by step
instructions
https://projects.raspberrypi.org/en/projects?software%5B%5D=blend
https://scratch.mit.edu
https://www.barefootcomputing.org/using-the-barefoot-scratch-resources
https://www.3dbear.io/student-engagement

Interesting Science Websites for KS3 – KS4 students
https://www.scienceinschool.org/
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulations/category/physics
https://www.educationquizzes.com/gcse/science/
https://quizlet.com/gb/topic/science/
https://easyscienceforkids.com/
https://e-bug.eu/index.html
https://www.chemguide.co.uk/
https://www.thoughtco.com/sciences-math-4132465
https://www.esa.int/kids/en/home
Fun English Websites
www.educationquizzes.com>ks3>english
https://www.wizardingworld.com/collections/harry-potter-at-home
www.teachitenglish.co.uk>word-games>tags

www.funenglishgames.com

Fun English Games for Kids - Free Teaching Resources Online
Welcome to Fun English Games for Kids! Find a wide range
of free teaching resources that are perfect for students
learning English, ESL classes and teachers looking for ideas
online.
www.funenglishgames.com

EMPLOYABILITY AT THE STABLES
Employability by Maleah y13
This term at the stables, we started our written work for the Employability Award. We
have been learning about identifying grooming equipment and body parts of a horse as
well as looking at different horse behaviors and checking they’re in healthy conditions.
One day the weather was really nice so we took the horses out for a walk. I walked
Thomas. We have also been doing a lot of teamwork activities too, for example we took
3 horses into the outdoor arena and we had to work together to get them to run
around while making sure that we were staying in a safe spot so they wouldn’t run towards us. I have enjoyed working at the stables so far.

Employability – Equine by Tom D y13
When we get to the stables we put boots and gloves and hats on and look after the
horses. We clean poop, change water, add fresh straw and hay in the stable. We
use wheelbarrows to take the poop and dirty straw away. The students do things
on their own and I like that because it is nice to be independent. Sometimes we
work in the arena and work as a team to train the horses. I enjoy it because I like
the horses very much.
What we do at the stables – by Tone y10

When I get into the stables the first thing I do is to put on my boots and we go
down to clean the stables. We have to do it in less than 20 minutes and we get
scored 1 to 10. The teacher does one, the student does one and the stable staff
do one. After, we go upstairs and talk about what we did and how we can do it
better next time. We go down and choose a horse to work with and go to the
arena to work with them. We do running, jumping and obstacle courses for half
an hour then go in for lunch. After lunch we have to look at what we did today
and fill in worksheets. Then we go back to school.

SOUTHOVER GOES GLOBAL…..
CONNECTING FUTURES PROJECT
Our Humanities teacher Dan has just returned
from his international school visit. As part of the
British council project, he visited New Horizon
special school in the capital city of Ghana, Accra.
During the visit, teaching approaches between
the two schools were compared and a program
of study was developed to encourage healthy
food choices for the students and their families.
Food choices that promote health for the planet
as a whole and combat global hunger were also
promoted, as were ideas of self-sufficiency
through planting vegetables at school.
Students visited markets and even completed milk
tasting sessions, looking at the different environmental impacts of different types of milk.
Joshua, a student at New Horizon, enjoyed the
work shop and said ‘he was amazed to learn even
local fruits could be made into a delicious fruit
smoothie which are healthier than the fizzy drinks
students often take to school’. Staff member Leonora said she will be making the switch to plantbased milks to reduce pressure on the environment
caused by traditional dairy farming.
We are looking forward to welcoming a
member of staff from New Horizon to our
own school and completing our own project
on Zero Hunger in the future.

SOUTHOVER FARM STUDIES
Wednesdays on the farm. Term2 by David, SPS Teacher
Well although we didn’t have any animals on the farm until the
chickens recently arrived, we have been very busy. There was
the chicken pen to build and redesign. This involved many students including building engineer and all-round handyman Liam.
He is always busy knocking in
nails or pulling some debris
out. To add to this Fabian has
been busy painting the new
chicken house a lovely off-green shade.
There has been plenty of woodwork overall. George has been
making a table and Adam was busying himself with making a
resting box for, the cat; Vardar.
Jack has been popping up in many places including the tractor,
washing things with the hose and any unsuspecting unfortunates
including George and Adam and various staff members.
We had some lovely crepes for Pancake Day, Jack and Emile are
never far away when there is food going on. Anything warm is always appreciated on the farm! Carlo is normally to be found near
the wood and carpentry table. As he is rarely known for taking breaks he will be a very useful
resource to one lucky employer when he gets on the job
market.
We have also planted some Salix trees, otherwise known
as willow, in the raised beds
and look forward to seeing
them grow. Jack has also
started work on planting
some flower arrangements,
so things should start to
look a bit brighter soon.
Now that the chickens have
arrived we are expecting
things to get busier. The
growing season is here and
no doubt other animals will
be arriving soon. Watch this
farm space!

SOUTHOVER SCIENCE WEEK
Spring is here and
it’s been another
year for the British
Science Week! This
time, the theme was
Diversity. Diversity
everywhere around
us; in the environment, in our society, in the kind of people who become scientists...

What do you envisage when asked what a scientist looks like? Are you picturing
lab coats, goggles and conical flasks? How about the person? Are they a white
man with grey hair, who resembles someone like Albert Einstein? If that’s who
you pictured – you aren’t alone. But it’s something that we want to change!
The science, technology, engineering and maths (STEM) sectors are so much
more diverse than this stereotype suggests. There are people working in labs, at
universities, in innovation centres, in businesses and out on construction sites, who come from so many different backgrounds, and
who have taken lots of different routes into their career. Not only
that, but the jobs people do and the ways that they work as a scientist are so broad and diverse, we could never list them all!
The Southover students explored Diversity as a theme At Hutton Grove we explored the
in Arts and Computer Science. They used mixed media resources on e-bug.eu which is
part of the government's guide to
to make posters, in Arts. They discovered how many
schools during the current virus
different programming languages there are, in ICT.
crisis. Students tried out various
games that educate on the differFinally, to keep up with all the digital learning trends,
ent treatments of viral and bactethere was a competition for an online game developed rial infections. They also learnt
with the support of Cambridge University. The students about hygiene and containing the
of viruses through use of
had to build a biology lab (on the mobile app), develop spread
tissues and vaccination.
stem cells and turn them into useful tissue, whilst having to manage all duties in the life of a research scientist! The name of the game is Dishlife ®.
Astronaut hovercraft experiments –
British Science Week at Southgate
After watching a video of Tim
Peake demonstrate collisions between objects of different masses,
some students had the chance to
make balloon-CD hovercraft to explore this further. After making
their hovercraft, students were encouraged to (gently) collide two
hovercraft and consider ‘what happens and why?’

SOUTHOVER ENGLISH LITERATURE A’LEVEL
A Level English Literature encourages students to develop their interest in and enjoyment of prose drama and
poetry. Students must study a play by Shakespeare which involves extensive research and composition. They
are required to explore ways in which the play is / has been interpreted by different cultures, over time.
Below is our year 12 student’s response to an OCR A Level question.
21st March 2020

Ahmed y12

‘The play Hamlet shows a disturbing fascination with death’
Using your knowledge of the play as a whole, show how far you agree with this statement.

Shakespeare’s tragedies, such as Othello, often end in the many deaths of core characters, Hamlet is no exception. The play’s plot is centred round death, it starts with the death of the protagonist Hamlet’s father (Old
Hamlet), an event which is repeatedly referenced and shapes the tragedy’s narrative, and is followed by many
subsequent deaths. The context in which these deaths take place can be described as ‘disturbing’, as Shakespeare presents suicide (repeatedly contemplated by Hamlet), poisoning, fratricide and accidental deaths
caused by mistaken identity.
‘Hamlet’ is a revenge tragedy and the target of the revenge hero’s deadly justice is his uncle the current king
of Denmark, Claudius. Hamlet is visited by the Ghost of his father who informs him that Claudius’ ascension to
the throne was a result of murder. Claudius seduced Old Hamlet’s wife and dripped ‘poison’ into Old Hamlet’s
ear which caused his death, a disturbing way to die as his own brother was the perpetrator. Modern critic
Tennenhouse observed ‘What more heinous crime could be committed against the aristocratic body than a
fratricide that is also a regicide?’. Hamlet whimpers at the description of the murder of his father: ‘Valiant
Hamlet’ as he had previously referred to him. Hamlet is tasked with the murder of Claudius by the Ghost, yet
Hamlet rejects numerous opportunities to act upon these demands and only kills the ‘bloat king’ in the denouement of the play, when Hamlet himself is dying. This could be Hamlet’s religious beliefs preventing the
murder, as the critic Bradley suggests, or Hamlet’s uncertainty as to the Ghost’s motives and knowledge. The
play does seem to be fascinated with death as every character’s narrative is influenced by this, even a murder
as in the case of Laertes, who gathered a ‘giant-like’ rebellion in response to thinking Claudius killed his father
and sister.
Mistakes and misjudgements are the main cause of death within this tragedy. Laertes is killed when he mistakenly kills Hamlet (‘to cut his throat I’ th’ church’, he wishes to do to Hamlet) thinking he was the murderer
of Ophelia his sister and Polonius, his father. Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are executed in England in place
of Hamlet due to him forging an execution letter. Perhaps the most disturbing of all these deaths by misjudgement is the death of Polonius by Hamlet. Polonius is the main advisor to King Claudius and often helps in
the King’s misdeeds. He is also the father of ‘Fair Ophelia’ the object of Hamlet’s love. Polonius sends her to
spy on Hamlet also employs spies to watch his son Laertes while abroad. Hamlet kills Polonius believing he is
Claudius as Hamlet had previously declared he would only kill his uncle when sinning or ‘in his incestuous bed’
where he thought he had caught him as Polonius behind the arras in Gertrude’s bedroom.

CONTINUED

ENGLISH LITERATURE A’LEVEL
Continued.
Polonius is described by Hamlet as ‘old’ and is seemingly powerless to stop his own death and shouts
‘What ho, help. Help! Help!’. Further disturbance is felt when, while Gertrude reacts shocked; ‘what hast
thou done?’ Hamlet seems almost proud of killing Polonius, expressing no remorse and branding him a
‘rash, intruding fool’. Despite this, Hamlet is deemed a moral and pure man by critics such as Von Goethe
(18th century) and S.T Coleridge even though Polonius had committed no crime punishable by death and
Hamlet’s behaviour is rather questionable to say the least. Disturbing forms of murder take place that
characters have no power over and, often, are not deserving of.

Suicide is a prevalent theme in this tragedy. In Hamlet’s first soliloquy, he declares that the world
seems ‘weary, stale, flat and unprofitable’ after his father’s death and his mother, Gertrude’s ‘o’er
hasty’ marriage to Claudius. Hamlet confirms his suicidal thoughts in his ‘To be, or not to be?’
soliloquy, where he directly questions; ‘Whether it nobler … to suffer the slings and arrows’ that
life gives him, or to kill himself and ‘sleep’. Hamlet only decides to carry on living for fear of an
afterlife that he knows is true due to the presence of the Ghost. In the 1948 Laurence Olivier
film production of the play, Hamlet is depicted, knife in hand, on the verge of suicide, only stopping when delivering the line ‘Thus conscience doth make cowards of us all.’, while in more contemporary productions such as Gregory Doran’s 2009 stage adaptation, Hamlet is shown only
contemplating suicide with no inclination to act upon these thoughts. So, the fascination with
death does not only extend to characters wishing to enact revenge upon others, but also wishing
to end their own sufferings.
Characters do not actually have any wish for death itself but instead see it as a means to their
own ends. Claudius, whose regicide is the reason for this play’s events, is ashamed of his crime,
yet is too in love with the result of the murder to repent. ‘And like a man to double business
bound I stand in pause where I shall first begin and both neglect.’ Claudius does not enjoy the
death he caused, he has a ‘troubled conscience’ because of it but he enjoys the results of Old
Hamlet’s death such as Gertrude and being king. Wilson Knight goes as far as to call Claudius a
‘good king’ and ‘not a criminal’ despite his actions, turning Claudius from a Machiavellian king to
a sort of tragic hero, a prototype for a later Shakespeare antihero- Macbeth.
In conclusion, death is a motif of the revenge tragedy and takes many forms, from revenge, suicides and the murder of relatives to gain power, these forms of death can be disturbing. I believe that the play does have a fascination with death as it is constantly pondered upon by most
characters, whether death is for themselves or for those who they believed had wronged them.
This fascination causes the demise of many nobles of Elsinore and is the reason for Denmark falling into foreign rule.

SOUTHOVER GALLERY

Tone y10—Photographic work - self portrait and wire

Dylan y10— stills from stop animation project

Photographic work using Adobe Photoshop by Tone and Jack y9 inspired
by the work of photographer Jasper James

SOUTHOVER OUT AND ABOUT: TRIPS & WORK EXPERIENCE
11/03/20 Trip to V&A and natural history museum by Emile y7
I went to the V&A exhibitions and the Natural History Museum with Josh and
Anahita. First I went to the car exhibition and saw the evolution of cars, and a
strange looking man (not a real man by the way... it was
a dummy). The nipples function like airbags; they protect
the ribs and the vital organs. Then we saw the Audi Pop
Up Next: an electric car that can fly with the use of a giant drone. We also saw a lot of weapons and armour,
also samurai katanas. In addition we made a coat of
arms. Coat of arms are used to represent an individual or
a group they reflect personal values or things important
to you.
Next we went to the Natural History Museum and I saw a pretty bad dinosaur animatronic. Then we went to the gift shop and we were there for twenty minutes. I
got a magnetic rock for my friend, a rock for my mum, and I gave it to my niece.
Q) Where would you like to go in the future? A) I would like to go to the Sea Life
Centre in London, because I love sharks and crocodiles.

Ahmed y12, SPS WORK EXPERIENCE
I am currently doing work experience at a computer shop that creates,
repairs and fixes problems that come from computer networks. The
shop is called “Computer Centre” and is situated on the Enfield High
Street, it takes Ibrahim and I 30-40 minutes to get there by bus from
school in Southgate.
The shop owner and manager Ergtan assesses my ICT coursework and
gives suggestions for improvements. He has been very helpful and has
helped raise the quality of my written work. In the future I am planning on building a PC with
the guidance of the staff working there and with spare components at the shop.
Gianluca Y12 at work experience
I am doing work experience at Chickenshed Theatre. I go on a Wednesday
morning and on Friday for the whole day usually. I have to entertain the
young children and enjoy the puppet show we put on for them, this is
called ‘Tales from the Shed’. I stand behind a screen which has holes in it
that are windows and this is where the puppets appear from. I also play
music in the white shed when I am there. I am enjoying my time at Chickenshed and have
started travelling independently as well as meeting lots of new people. I would enjoy working at
Chickenshed in the future.

SOUTHOVER YOUNG REPORTER

Ciara Causes
Crane Collapse
Storm Ciara has caused chaos in the north west of the capital in
Stanmore. Strong gusts of wind have caused a crane to collapse on a
new build block of flats. The arm of the crane can be seen dangling from
the tower. The London Fire Brigade was
mobilised and raced to the scene, luckily no one was hurt.
One man this affected was Paul Kilduff
who said he was shocked to ’come
round the corner and see that mess.’
He was unable to access his car after
the area had been cordoned off. Paul
said that he was on a day out with his
son Jack when this happened.

The crane in question was 50 metres
tall and is now deemed safe by the Metropolitan Police and the London
Fire Brigade, the reason for the collapse of the crane is under investigation.
By Jack, y9

WORLD MATHS DAY– 4th March,2020
by Jean-Robert, Head of Maths
Over 950,000 students from all over the world participated in World Maths Day, and the
Southover Partnership School joined pupils from 20,000 schools around the world in a huge
celebration of mathematics and a love of learning. Our pupils attempted many quizzes and
riddles to sharpen their problem solving skills.
The themes for 2020 were about looking at the functionality and applicability of Maths:
Mathematics is everywhere
Mathematics help plan and manage economic and social systems enabling the move towards a sustainable use of resources.
We travel the world guided by precise mathematical calculations based on the position of
the sun, stars and GPS satellites.
We explore the inside of the human body through CT scans and MRI by building images
out of numerical data through mathematical algorithms.
We discover how human thought works by building AI software that can learn and make
decisions through mathematic models.
We photographed a black hole and continue exploring the edges of the universe with
mathematics.
During the activities, our pupils were divided into different groups depending on their ability
and age group to take part in a Yohaku which is a new style of an additive or a multiplicative puzzle that will test your number sense and problem solving skills. They were also
presented with riddles that involve a wide range of practical Maths skills.
The Einstein’s Riddle: this riddle also known as the Zebra Puzzle can be summarised as follows, ‘One person of a different nationality lives in each house. The five home owners all

drink some type of beverage, smoke a certain cigar brand, and have a certain kind of pet.
But none of the owners drink the same beverage, smoke the same type of cigar, or have
the same pet’
Most pupils across the three sites attempted all the activities and did very well. We decided
to reward the first and second best performers of each KS3 and KS4 from each site with a
£10 and a £5 voucher. Well done all! The results were as follows:

SPS:
KS3 - Liam: Winner
KS3 - Jack: 2nd place
KS4 - Adam BB: Winner

KM:
KS3 - Cassius: 2nd place
ex aequo (£5 voucher)
KS3 - Benjy: 2nd place
ex aequo (£5 voucher)
KS4 - J-J: Winner (£10
voucher)

HG:
KS3 - Emile : Winner
KS4 - Yassim: Winner
KS4 - Maleah: 2nd place

WORLD BOOK DAY by Anne, Head of English

We love World Book Day at Southover! The annual celebration of authors, illustrators, books
and reading is one of our favourite days of the year. World Book Day 2020 was on Thursday
5th March with this year’s theme being to ‘share a million
stories.’
World Book Day comes around on the first Thursday of
March every year, in the UK. The day is also acknowledge
globally in over 100 countries across the world, other countries celebrate World Book Day on William Shakespeare’s
birthday – April 23rd.
At Southover the day is a celebration of everything booksfrom the authors and illustrators to the children who read them. Staff and students come together to celebrate reading- having the chance to dress up as their favourite literary character. This year we had characters as diverse as Tigger and Cruella de Vil.
Throughout the day, we took part in a range of fun reading related activities including our
annual book quiz, which involved numerous teams consisting of students and staff. This
year’s winners were:

SPS—Dylan,
Pedro, Natasha & Glody

SPS—Adam B
& Ahmed
HG—Maleah,
Anita, Davut,
Heather

SPS— Tone,
Adam D, Emma, Anna,
Paula

Interesting facts about books:
Mary Shelley started writing Frankenstein when she was only 18 years old.
William Shakespeare’s legacy survives not only in his many plays but also in his contribution to the English Language. Did you know these phrases originally came from Shakespeare?

fair play
all of a sudden

in a pickle
night owl

wear your heart on your sleeve
green-eyed monster

WORLD BOOK DAY

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, the author of the Sherlock Holmes series, had a
very public friendship with master illusionist Harry
Houdini. However, once Houdini heard that Doyle
believed in spiritualism and thought Houdini had real
magical powers, the friendship swiftly ended.

When asked where she came up with the plots for her famous
murder mysteries, Agatha Christie said she liked to think out
her stories while eating apples and relaxing in a warm bath.
Christie remains the bestselling murder mystery novelist of all
time, so her method obviously worked.

John Steinbeck’s dog ate his first manuscript of
Of Mice and Men. Thankfully, Steinbeck was only
half way through the piece at the time the dog
tore it to shreds.

The Norwegian translation of the Mr
Men book Mr
Bump is
called Herr
Dumpidump.

Why not write a review of a book you
have read while at
home?
If your English
teacher approves it,
you could win a £5

SOUTHOVER SPORTS NEWS

Sports Relief
At SPS we have been participating in various activities for sports relief such as a sports quiz..
Congratulations to the winning team that consisted of Jack, Adam D, Jenny and Emma!
The Basketball shoot out winners were—student Ahmed who scored 16 baskets in 90 seconds and joint staff winners Glody and Dan who scored 26 baskets.
The fastest completion of the Egg and spoon race was—student Jack in 16.37 and staff
member Jenny in 15.21 seconds.
We all dressed in our finest sportswear and raised £34.90.

HUTTON GROVE SPORTS
This term at HG we were really focusing on our fitness and finesse! We had multiple sessions
focused around fitness training. It is amazing how much you can do, even without much
equipment. A favourite of the group were the jumping hoops. 3 Hula hoops laid out in a line
and you had to hop back and forth through these. Talking of finesse, we were able to have
some 1-to-1 lessons where we could focus on particular skills: knowing the difference be-

tween dribbling and running with the ball in football, being able to bat defensively in cricket
and being able to support SPS with one or two students doing their entry levels - honing in
on the best techniques and methods to try outwit an opponent..

SOUTHOVER CAREERS

Creating a Conscious Careers Programme
By Anita, English Teacher & Careers Advisor
On the Career front at Southover Partnership, we have had a range of new and exciting developments. Building on last year’s work experience placements and employer encounters, we have
had the opportunity to extend the variety of employment industries we can expose our students
to thanks to both parents and staff sharing their contacts. With your help this is a continuous
working progress – so thank you and please keep them coming!
This year we have been able to provide KS5 students ongoing support with their career progression by teaming up with SCOPE, the national disability charity. SCOPE career advisors, Gina and
Tom have visited several Southover students providing up to three sessions per student. They
help pupils make more informed choices about work experience and college courses suited to
their individual interests and needs working closely with Anita Forde, the school’s Career Lead.
The online careers development platform, Kudos Cascaid, is also exclusively offered to students
who take part in the SCOPE programme. It offers a variety of tasks, CV building tools, contacts
and a discussion forum for young people with Special educational needs. Thanks to SCOPE we
have already managed to help Maleah (HG) apply for a cat shelter work placement and to better
understand Joel’s (KM) future interests. Due to Covid-19 some of these sessions will now have to
be offered via telephone and email communication.
We have also had some new employer encounters. SPS students, Ahmed and Gianluca are both
in long-term weekly placements as part of their school timetable. Ahmed is visiting an ICT company while Gianluca is helping to support staff at the Chicken Shed theatre. JZ at KM completed a
week’s work experience at the popular retailer, Boots. Our School’s Founder and Managing Director, Carol Frankl, who has her fingers in many pies is also part of a community enterprise called
Stitch! who specialise in arts and crafts. We are hoping that after lockdown is over our student
Melissa (HG) can complete her work placement here. Other exciting employment encounters include a very talented body artist (also an ex-student of Heather’s) and a unique flower shop business owner.
In February, HG girls had a visit from self-employed make-up artist, Jamila Haji. She led a talk
about setting up your own make-up business, how to build on contacts and experience through
work placements and qualifications as well explore the different avenues of the make-up business. Jamila set up fun practical tasks and two lucky HG staff received a full makeover courtesy
of Milona and Melissa. Jamila’s key message was that females need to be empowered and given
the right tools to be confident in setting up their own businesses. Both Melissa and Milona really
enjoyed her workshop.
Finally, we also hope that Yassim (HG) and Andrew (KM) will be able to complete their work
placements in June at Brent Cross shopping centre after last year’s success with them.
While we are all stuck at home, it may be useful for parents and students to visit the Sucessatschool.org website where they are currently offering free resources and subject specific information packs related to careers. Please visit https://successatschool.org/advicedetails/1221/

SOUTHOVER HOME COOKING
Pancake Day Tuesday 25th February
We had lots of fun at KM celebrating Pancake Day. Diana mixed up lots of batter so that we
could make pancakes over two days to allow students who were off-site at the farm to take
part the following day.
There was a selection of tasty fillings including strawberries, bananas, syrup, Nutella, raspberries, lemon,
sugar and squirty cream.

There was a fantastic atmosphere in the kitchen,
which was filled with students and staff having fun
flipping pancakes or trying out different combinations
of flavours and fillings.
Leon became especially good at flipping the pancakes. The first one may have ended up on
the floor but with a bit of practice and some coaching from Myles he soon became a champion
flipper. Practice really does make perfect!

Hutton Grove students Maleah y13 and Emile y7 have both been putting
their independent cooking skills to good use at home. Perfect pasta dishes; sensational spaghetti Bolognese!

SOUTHOVER MOTOR VEHICLE MECHANICS
Accomplishments in Motor Mechanics. By Jayz
I have been learning Motor Mechanics at The Southover partnership school Kingsbury since
2018. Since September 2019, I have been focusing to achieve Level 3 Motor Mechanics
skills. My time table to learn Motor Mechanics was affected when I started a four day college
placement , I dearly missed my weekly Motor Mechanics lessons and also my friends. Thankfully I am back at school learning Motor Mechanics with Markos and my friends.
So far; I have learnt car panels, learnt to change brake pads, brake shoes, brake drums which
took me ages to put back on, as it was quite difficult. My teacher Markos is a great Teacher,
he taught me very well, and taught me patiently throughout my learning. I really enjoy learning from Mr Markos Markou.
We also practise our learned skills on teachers cars most importantly I help my mom with her
car; I add oil and water and keep an eye on the tyres for wear and tear. My mom is thankful
that I can do all this independently.
I am currently learning to drive, and the Motor mechanic skills I am learning are helping me
to know more about cars. .
My aim is to learn further about how to change a gear box , the steering wheel column, exhaust system, clutch and the fuel tank, carry an engine and put it on a stand which I very
much looking forward to learning once we are back in school after the lock down has finished!

Photos of Gianluca and Frank hard at work in the garage.
Markos demonstrating with a leg!!

SOUTHOVER AT WOOD WORK FOR ALL

HIGHGATE NEWTOWN COMMUNICTY CENTRE

Highgate Newtown community centre offer a fantastic carpentry course. The course provides opportunities for students to design and make a range of different products of their
choosing. Students are asked to start off with something basic of their choice as an introduction to new tools and to show what level they are working at. After this, students have the option of what to make.
Choices include products such as props, toys, models, anything that might come in useful at home and many more.
There are very little restrictions. Some students there have
been working on larger projects such as sledges and soapbox cars that they use together as a team at planned
events. A session can last up to 2 hours. They offer the use
of various different
tools and power
tools associated with

carpentry and students are taught how to use them
safely. It is also lead by kind and knowledgeable
staff that work closely with the students to ensure
that they come out of it with a broad understanding
of workshop safety, carpentry related techniques
and how to make good quality products.
Our Teaching assistant Reece Wilson has been supporting one of our students on
this course.

SOUTHOVER OUTREACH SERVICE
Nia Wheatley, Head of Outreach services
This has been the toughest week I have experienced as
head of Outreach services, and yet there has been very
deep pockets of hope, creativity and positivity shooting from
staff and our brilliant outreach pupils. I hope this message
finds you all well and healthy as we all find our feet navigating our way through these very unprecedented times with our families and
loved ones, taking care of one another, and of course following government
guidelines on social distancing. The safest place to be is home. I know that as
I have been speaking to parents this week, our pupils are finding very innovative ways to keep themselves busy from keeping fit with Joe Wicks every morning to sewing, learning to knit, cooking, painting rainbows to put on windows,
to playing board games with their families, some virtually through video conferencing apps.
I wanted to thank our fabulous outreach staff. They have all been working so
hard in planning and creating individual learning packs for the children to work
on. Initial feedback from parents is that pupils are enjoying going through
these. I am sure that you appreciate there is a balance to be had about how
much work to set, it is not the usual circumstances whereby staff and pupils
are working alongside each other, with staff able to differentiate their work as
children learn new knowledge and skills. These packs are not to cause stress,
and there will be ample opportunity for staff to give feedback on all the work
your children are going through. Children should not be spending all day working, life skills are just as important and lots of you will also have to be fitting in
your own work at some point too!
For pupils who are sitting exams, please see advice in this newsletter from our
examinations officer, Jackie Shaw. We are still waiting for final details from
specific exam boards but this is the latest that we know for now.
I know that our amazing staff are missing pupils terribly so I am sure more
‘face to face’ contact of a virtual kind will be on the cards. More information on
this to follow.
Keep safe, and stay well

